


Sometimes you are big and sometimes you are small.
Just look around and see…



To a butterfly you look like a giant. 
You are as tall as a pole to a bee.



But next to a bus, or a big truck too 
you are not big or tall…



And you will be lucky if the driver sees you
because next to them, you are small.



So do not stand or play behind a truck.
That is a rule. Don’t rely on luck.





If the driver reverses 
to drop a load…



The driver cannot see you 
on the road.



Another rule which is important for us:
do not walk in front of a bus.



The driver, sitting up high, 
will not see you below…



You will have no time to get away 
if the bus starts to go.





So remember, when you are out and about,
you will not be noticed with 

a wave or a shout…



Drivers cannot see you down there on the ground 
and they will not hear you when

you make a sound.



Now, sometimes you are fast
and sometimes you are slow.

Just take a quick look around…



To a snail you walk as if you have wings.  
You move like a flash to an ant 

on the ground.



But compared to a car or a taxi too
you are the one who is slow…



And you will not have time to get out of the way 
when they are coming as fast as they can go.



Never walk in the road, but if 
you have to cross because it is 
somewhere you have to go…



Cross at a place where you know it is safe and where 
the drivers have to go slow.

But before you cross, there is a rule to remember
a rule it is important to know…



STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN…
What you cannot see, sometimes you can hear.

Look both ways to see if the road is clear.



Wait until there is no truck, 
bus, taxi or car in sight.

Then walk straight across and
keep looking left and right.



Read this book from beginning to end
to be safe on the road all the time.

Remember it all and tell every friend,
Show them the pictures and say the rhyme!
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